## Processor
- Intel Core™ i5, i7, or i9 (9th gen or newer)
- AMD Ryzen 5, 7, 9 (5000 series or newer)

## Operating System
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English or Windows 11

## Video Card
- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 or better (with Nvidia studio driver)
- NVIDIA® GeForce Quadro RTX or A (4000 series or newer)
- AMD Radeon 6000M series or better

## Memory
- 16GB (essential)
- 32GB (recommended)

## Hard Drive
- 512GB SSD + 1Tb HDD (essential)
- 1TB PCIe M.2 SSD (recommended)

## LCD Screen size
- 17.3” FHD or better
- 15” FHD or better
- XP Pen Artist pro 16/TP (as a companion)
- Wacom Cintiq 16” drawing tablet (as a companion)
- Apple ipad pro 10/12 (as companion)

## Cable
- US Power Cord

### **Note**
Please note due to software incompatibilities with the Apple M1/M2 chipset we do not recommend Apple laptops at this time.

If you have any questions or difficulties in obtaining a computer that will meet your program specifications. Please email [jesus.hernandez03@sjsu.edu](mailto:jesus.hernandez03@sjsu.edu) to try to find an acceptable alternative.